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ABSTRACT 
Underwater acoustic communication is severely affected 
by multipath interference. A novel idea based on the obser-
vation that the time separation between direct and multi-
path signals can be utilized to suppress multipath inter-
ference is developed in this thesis. 
A proposed system employs a carrier with instantaneous 
frequency swept periodically in time over a broad frequency 
range. The carrier is narrowband modulated by a message 
signal resulting in a time varying instantaneous spectrum 
of the transmitted signal. The received signal is demodu-
lated by a bandpass tracking receiver. The low sweeping 
frequency determines the multipath spectrum and the degree 
of multipath suppression by the tracking bandpass receiver. 
Computer evaluation of the swept carrier concept to-
gether with lab and field tests conducted on a system proto-
type show conclusively that swept carrier communication is 
a feasible technique for multipath interference suppression. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Until recent years, land based development of natural 
resources has met the demands for raw materials while off-
shore resource development, with the exception of the fish-
e r y has been ignored. The reason for this has been the ex-
· treme cost of the technologies necessary for extracting off-
shore raw materials such as oil and gas. The present fuel 
shortage and the resulting high costs of imported fuel, has 
made offshore oil and gas exploration feasible. This has 
triggered diverse research in the development of underwater 
technologies. 
One of the essential needs for underwater operations 
is reliable and efficient communications. Ren.vte control 
and telemetry for underwater equipment, diver voice communi-
cations and diverse oceanographic measurements are but a 
few examples where transmission of information is required. 
1.1 Underwater Communications and Acoustics 
Man first l e arned to communicate underwater when he 
discovered that sound waves, produced by two rocks being 
struck, would travel long distances underwater. 
Underwater communications was not to become important, 
however, until after the first world war when it was real-
ized the role it could play from a military point of view. 
Research conducted since that time has mainly involved the 
2 
evaluation of electromagnetic and acoustic waves for under-
water communication. More recently, communication by means 
of an electric current field (ECF) has been investigated 
[38]. The main drawback of ECF communication is its limited 
range. The received signal strength is inversely propor-
tional to the water conductivity and the cube of the range 
separating ,transmitter and receiver. 
The major limitation in the use of electromagnetic 
radiation for underwater communication is the severe absorp-
tion of electromagnetic waves by sea water. The signal 
attenuation in water as a function of wavelength is plotted 
in Figure 1.1a [15]. Except for the narrow band of optical 
freqUencies, and only then in clear water, the attenuation 
is prohibitively high. This severe attenuation factor coup-
led with the problems associated with antennae design and 
bandwidth attainable, render communication using electro-
magnetic waves of limited application [2]. 
In comparison with electromagnetic wave propagation, 
the attenuation of acoustic energy by sea water is far less 
severe. A plot showing the attenuation of acoustic energy 
as a function of frequency is shown in Figure l.lb [34] . It 
is due to this relatively low attenuation that an acoustic 
carrier has been extensivel y used for underwater communica-
tion. 
Underwater acoustic communication is, however, 
affected by refraction, reverberation and noise, inherent 
to the underwater acoustic channel. Extensive research 
[14], [18], [20] , [21], [34] has gone into these areas to 
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aid the designers of underwater acoustic communication sys-
tems. As a result, attenuation, refraction and noise can be 
accounted for with rela tive ease in the design. The major 
problem confronting designers is reverberation. 
Reverberation is the result of two effects, scattering 
and multipath. Scattering results when the acoustic wave 
encounters ,various inhomogenities such as plankton, air 
bubbles and small fish. This causes random fluctuation of 
the signal along the transmission path. The second effect, 
multipath, is caused by the reflections of t he acoustic 
wave a t the surface or bottom boundaries . In certain situa-
tions, as indicated in Figure 1.2, a transmitted signal is 
r eceived as a sum of the direct path and delayed multipath 
signals. This interaction severely affects communications 
[2) , [9). Since the intensity of multipath is proportional 
to the transmitted signal amplitude, increas ing the trans-
mi tting power is an ineffective means of reducing multipath 
[24). 
In this thesis, a novel concept is developed t o reduce 
the multipath interference affecting underwater acoustic 
communication. The idea proposed is based on the observa-
tion that the time separation be t ween direct and multipath 
waveforms can be utilized to suppress the multipath inter-
ference. Multipath suppression is achieved by employing 
unique modulation and demodulation schemes. 
A computer eva l uation was conducted to determine the 
improved performance of a s ystem employing the multipath 
SURFACE 
MULTI PATH 
BOTTOM MULTIPATH --
Figure 1.2 Underwater Acoustic Communication Link 
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suppression method. Favourabl e results warranted testing 
of an experimental system . 
A system prototype was built and t es ted using the 
Multipath Channel Simulator d eveloped. Successful tests con-
ducted at sea during May 15-30, 1978 on board the Canadian 
Scientific Ship "Hud son 11 , proved the r eceiver's ability to 
suppress multipath. 
CHAPTER II 
MODEL Of THE UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC 
COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a simplified mathematical and geomet-
rical model for an underwater multipath channel communi-
cation system is proposed to aid in the development of the 
concept mentioned in Chapter I. 
2.2 Model formulation 
It is assumed that an acoustic link between trans-
mitter and receiver as shown in Figure 1.2 is comprised of 
direct nnd multipath signals. 
A complete underwater communication system can be re-
presented by a block diagram shown in figure 2 .1. In the 
Transmitter, a baseba~Ad message signal x( t) has its spec-
trum translated in frequency by suitable modulation of a 
carrier signal. The electrical signal is then transformed 
into an acoustic signal s(t) by a transducer represented by 
che filter TT( j w). The signal s ( t) propagates through the 
underwater channel and is transformed back into an electri-
cal signal by a receiving transducer TR ( jw). The received 
signal is applied to the system receiver, where the signal 
is demodulated and the transmitted message x, ( t) is re-
covered. n(t) represents ambient noise [18] and will not be 
considered in this thesis. 
~-----------
I 
I 
~~ 
TRANSMITTER I 
UNDERWATER CHANNEL 
Figure 2.1 An Underwater Communication System Model 
RECEIVER 
"' 
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The underwater channel is considered as a parallel 
branch representing the direct and indirect path. The geo-
metrical distance s separating the transmitter and receiver 
and the sound velocity c invoke a time delay 
presented by filter e-jwTd in the direct path, 
'a = sjc 
'd re-
(2 .l) 
The filte r, Hd ( j w) represents signal spr.,ading and absorp-
tion by the medium. This filter is assumed to have a real 
transfer function . 
( 2 . 2) 
Based on empirical data [34] an expression is obtained 
which conservatively approximates Hd(w)by 
Hd(2rrf) = -[20 Logs+ 36.4(10- S)fs]dB 
for 20kHz 5 f 5 100 kHz (2 .3) 
where s is the distance between transmitter and receiver 
in meters, 
f is the frequency of the transmitted signal in kHz, 
Hd(2rrf) is expressed in dB referring to l~ bar. 
Clearly, Hd(w) is the transfer function of a low pass 
filter. 
A time delay 'min the indirect path of Figure 2.1 is 
related to the earliest multipath signal. It is assumed 
that under normal conditions 1 , the geometry of Figure 1.2 
represents a typical acoustic link. Thus, multipath propa-
gation time will be longer than the propagation time of the 
direct path, ie; 
1Normal conditions ensure that the geometrical distance for 
multi path is greater than the direct path. Severe bending 
of the wave due to refraction may distort normal conditions 
such that multipath arrives before the direct path [21 ] . 
10 
( 2.4) 
A f~lte r Hm(jw) represents the combined effect of all 
multipath signals. It is basically a low pass filter due to 
similar cqnsiderations as ·for Hd ( j w). Longer distances .t:or 
multipath imply, however, higher attenuation and therefore 
a smaller bandwidth of Hm(j w) compared to Hd(jw) is ex-
pected. 
The random and time varying nature of multipath sug-
gests that the modelling filter Hm( jw) should be a time 
variant, random filter described in probabilistic terms 
rather the deterministic transfer function Hm(jw). 
With this approach, the time dependence can be explic-
itly indicated by writing 
Hm(jw) = Hm( w,t)ej .m(w , t) 
where Hm(w,t) \Hm(jw" 
and •m ( w, t) = L Hm ( j w) 
( 2. 5) 
whereas the random character of Hm ( j w) can be introduced by 
considering Hm( w,t) and Wm(w,t) as random processes for any 
particular w. 
A simplified probabilistic model for multipath [ 24], 
[29], assumes Rayleigh distribution for llin(w,t) and uniform 
distribution for phase •m(w,t). 
Accordi ng to Figure 2.1, the received signal r(t) is a 
sum of direct and multipath waveforms. 
2.3 Impulse Response of the Model 
When a delta pulse is applied at the input of the un-
derwater channel model, ie. s(t) o(t), the received 
signal r(t) will be as shown schematically in Figure 2.2. 
The direct path impulse response d(t) has a finite 1•idth 
due to the low-pass nature of the filter Hd(jw). The multi-
path signal m( t) is the impulse response of the time vary-
ing random filter Hm( jw). In effectively modelling multi-
path, information pertaining to its intensity and duration 
is required. In general, spherical spreading of the acous-
tic wave through the medium is assumed. This implies that 
the rate of decay of multipath is inversely proportional to 
the square of the time. A typical observed decay of multi-
path as found in [14] is shown in Figure 2. 3 . Because of 
the finite energy carried by the multipath, 
lim E{m2(t)} = 0 ( 2 .6) 
t+oo 
where E { •} denotes the expected value, the mul tipath dur-
ation timeT indicated in Figure 2.2, can be arbitrarily 
defined as the time span for which Elm 2 (t)l is significant 
with respect to the intensity of the direct path return . 
This relationship can be associated with the geometry of a 
situation, as suggested by Figure 2.4. 
2.4 Response of the Model to a Harmonic Signal 
Consider a harmonic signal ( carrit...r) applied to the 
input of the underwater channel model 
TRANSMITTED 
PULSE 
DIRECT PATH d(t) 
~~ ~  
1 d 'm T t 
Figure 2.2 Impulse Response of the Channel Model 
.... 
"' 
TIME 
TYPICAL OBSERVED DECAY 
HYPO~HETICAL SMOOTH DECAY 
Figure 2.3 Decay of Reverberation Intensity 
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Figure 2 . 4 The Effect of Geometry on the Received Sign"l Structure .... 
.. 
The output of the model r(t) can be expressed by 
r(t) Re{Aeejwet[e-jwetmHm(jwe)+e-jwetdHd(jwe)J} 
Re{I(t)ej(wet + a(t)) +Jej(wet + ~ ) } 
where I (t) AeHm(we,t) 
a(t) -wcTm + IJ.!m<wc,t) 
J 
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(2. 7) 
(2 . 8) 
( 2 .Sa) 
( 2 .8b) 
(2 .8c) 
-we'd (2.8d) 
In phasor notation, l(t)eja(t) represents the time varying 
multipath signal m(t), while phasor JejS represents the di-
rect path signal d ( t). The geometrical sum of these two 
phasors as shown in Figure 2.5, results in R(t)ejY(t), rep-
resenting the composite received signal r(t) 
R(t)ejy(t)=I(t)eja(t)+JejS ( 2. 9) 
For constant values of J and S, the direct path signal 
d ( t), has only one frequency component, located at w c. The 
multipath signal however, is both amplitude and angle modu-
lated 
m(t)=I(t)cos[wct + a(t)] (2 . 10) 
and occupies a finite frequency band . Because I(t) and a(t) 
are in practice, slow varying functions of time, the fre-
quency band occupied by m( t) is narrow and centered at w c . 
As a result, the received signal r(t), is also amplitude 
and frequency modulated 
r(t)=R(t)cos[wct + y(t)] 
The instantaneous frequency ~f the received signal is 
Wc(t) = dy(t)/dt + we 
(2.11) 
(2 .12) 
Figure 2.5 Phasor Representation for the Direct and 
Multipath Signals 
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The presence of interfering amplitude and angle modulation 
of the received carrier reflects difficulties encountered 
in underwater communications. 
CHAPTER III 
SWEPT CARRIER COMMUNICATIONS 
3.1 Introduction 
The interferring amplitude and angle modulation me n-
tioned earlier, renders conve ntional modulation schemes sus-
c eptible to the effects of multipath [24). Multipath i s 
particularly severe in shallow water transmission, where 
strong surface and bottom reflections are e ncountere d. No 
clearly advantageous modulation scheme has been found, 
though a number of different systems have been proposed and 
tested [ 3], [24] , [25]. 
Time, frequency and space diversi ty are typical t ech -
niques empl oyed in reducing multipath interference [24). In 
general, such techniques tend to he restrictive with res-
pect to transmission speed ach ievable, r equired system com-
plexity and resulting high cost . 
The concept of swept carrier communications, describe d 
in this chapter, refers to a transmission scheme which 
could be considered as a simulta n eous time a nd freque ncy 
diversity technique. The suggested implementat ion results 
in a r e l atively simpl e system . 
3.2 Swept Carrier Communications 
In describing the Swept Carrier Corrmunication Concept, 
a situat i o n is considered in which the carri e r of (2.7) is 
transmi tted through the c hanne l model of Figure 2.1 . 
18 
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It is assumed that the transmitting and receiving 
transducer characteristics TT(jw), TR(jw) are constant over 
a broad frequency range, i.e. 
(3 .1) 
The receiver's front filter K(jw) is assumed to have a 
band pass frequency characteristic, centered at the carrier 
frequency we, bandwidth Br and i mpulse response duration 
time, b. 
In sequel, an instantaneous and possibly time varying 
spectrum F(w,t) is introduced for a signal in time window b. 
In particular, the instantaneous spectra of the direct 
path signal d(t) and multipath signal m(t) are denoted by 
Fd(w,t) and Fm(w,t) respectively. 
For a sufficiently high carrier frequency, i.e., 
2n/wc « b (3.2) 
the instantaneous spectra F d ( w, t) and F m( w, t) are narrow-
band and essentially time independent as shown schema-
tically in Figure 3 .la, where F d ( w, t) is approximate] y a 
single frequency component located at we. 
Suppose now the carrier frequency we is changing lin-
early in time, i.e., 
wc(t) = kt ( 3 . 3) 
where k is a proportionality constant. The change in car-
rier frequency is followed by changes of the instantaneous 
spectra Fd(w ,t) and Fm(w,t). If the rate of change is slow 
enough, Fd(w,t) will remain approximately a single frequency 
component located at we ( t- 1 0 ). The spectrum F m ( w, t), how-
Fd (w,t) 
Fd( w,t) 
Fm( w,t) 
we 
I I I 
w I ...... • I wc(t- t d) w 
(a) (b) ~ 
Figure 3.1 Instantaneous Spectra of the Direct and Multipath Signals 
" 0 
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ever, due to the time delay Tm>Td is lagging Fd(w,t)and due 
to multipath duration T, is broadened proportionally to T 
as shown in Figure 3.lb. Clearly, if the receiver's band-
pass filter with bandwidth Br could track a slow change in 
We (t), then the multi path signal spectrum would fall out-
side the filter bandwidth resulting, in principle, in a 
complete rejection of the multipath signal. 
Narrowband modulation of the carrier by a message sig-
nal would broaden both Fd( w,t) and Fm(w,t) spectra, but 
with proper choice of system parameters, the frequency 
separation between Fd(w,t) and Fm(w,t) could be maintained. 
The main practical problem in the implementation of 
this idea arises from the limited frequency range over 
which the carrier frequency can be swept. Water attenuation 
and transducer characteristics confine the sweeping range 
to a certain limit (3.1). 
wmin 5wc(t) 2 wrnax ( 3 .4) 
For continuous operation therefore, wc(t) has to be a peri-
odic function of time f(t). Since f(t) can always be 
represented by a Fourier Series, atcention is limited to 
the harmonic sweeping waveform 
v(t) = Av cos wvt ( 3.5) 
to produce the continuous sweep of the carrier I·requency 
f(t) = wc(t) = w0 + 6wv cos "v(t) ( 3. 6) 
where w0 - central frequency 
wv=2n/Tv- low sweeping frequency 
w0 -t.wv=wmin- minimum carrier frequE~ncy 
w0 +flwv=wmax- maximum carrier frequency 
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The time-frequency relationship for the instantaneous spec-
tra Fd(w,tl and Fm(w,t) is now more complex than that shown 
previously in Figure 3.1 for the linear sweep. To show this 
relationship, it is convenient to write the departure of 
the instantaneous cari-Lcr frequency from the central fre-
quency w0 , as 
(3. 7) 
The projection of the rotating phasor llwvejwvt, onto the 
real axis, indicates the transmitted carrier instantaneous 
frequency we ( t) . 
Similarly, the instantaneous frequency location of the 
direct path signal is given by 
Re{llw ejwv(t-Td)} 
v 
( 3 0 8) 
The instantaneous frequencies of the earliest and latest 
mul tipath signals are represented by phasors 
llw ejwv (t-Tm) 
v 
and 
( 3 0 9) 
(3.10) 
respective ly. The location of the instantaneous spectrum of 
the multipath signal Fm(w ,t) lies between the projections 
of the above phasors, as shown in Figure 3.2a. 
The multipath spectrum Fm(w,t) changes both its posi-
tion and width M as a periodic function of time. Assuming 
the time origin at Td' a more convenient geometrical model 
is obtained for finding the locations of Fd(w,t) and 
Fm( w,t) and is shown in Figure 3.2b. The multipath spec-
trum, width and location are obtained as the projection of 
(a) Time Reference t 
Fd (w,t) 
Location 
/max-ulo 
~ 
w-w 
0 
'llwvej (t · Td) 
w- w0 
(b) Time Reference t-Td 
Figure 3.2 Phasor Representation of the swept Carrier Concept for Fd(w,t) and Fm(w,t) "' w
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arc a which is rigidly attached to the rotating phasor 
6wvejwv(t-T-T/2 ) (3.11) 
where 
T =Tm -Td (3.12) 
From geometrical consideration, the multipath spectrum cen-
tral frequency wm(t) is given by 
wm (t) =w0 +6wvcos (wvt-wvT-wvT/2) ( 3.13) 
It is assumed that the receiver's tracking filter of 
bandwidth Br foilows the instantaneous frequency w c ( t) of 
the direct path signal. As seen from figure 3 . 2b, the 
direct and multipath signal spectra move along the fre-
quency axis periodically in time. Direct and mult:ipath 
spectra separation is directly related to the angle $ 
between phasor (3.11) and phasor 
6w ejwvt 
v 
The angle $ is expressed as 
(3.14) 
$=W T+ WvT (3.15) 
c -2-
Multipath signal suppression results from the following 
mechanisms: 
(l) For situations when M is smaller than the carrier 
sweep range Zl!.wv' there exist periods of time when the 
tracking filter bandwidth Br and the multipath spec-
tra, F m ( w, t) do not overlap. When F m ( '4 t) falls out-
side the receiving filter bandwidth, rejection of 
Fm(w,t) by the receiver results. 
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For such situations, the maximum direct and multipath 
spectra separation resulting in maximum multipath sup-
pression occurs when~ in (3.15) equals n(l80°), i . e., 
~=W T+WvT = ~ (3.16) 
v -2-
(2) For situations when the tracking filter bandwidth and 
the multipath spectra overlap, multi path suppression 
i s still possible, if 
M > Br ( 3 .17) 
For such situations, only a portion of the mul tipath 
energy falls within the receiving filter bandwidth at 
any particular time. 
Any narrowband modulation of the swept carrier by a 
message signal, will not appreciably alter the geometrical 
model shown in Figure 3.2b. When modulation is applied, the 
instantaneous spectrum of the direct signal will occupy a 
finite frequency band, and the multi path spectrum will be 
broader than that without modulation. 
With the aid of the geometrical model of Figure 3.2b, 
one can expect a direct relationship between the receivers 
ability to suppress multipath and the ratio of the swept 
carrier range 2~wv to the receiver's tracking filter band-
width Br. The maximum value of this ratio is, however, 
constrained by assumptions made earlier. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPUTER EVALUATION OF THE SWEPT CARRIER 
SYSTE~1 PERFORMANCE 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter detailed consideration is given to the 
performance· of the s"ept can·ier system discussed qualita-
tively in Chapter III. 
For the convenience of exposition, the multipath spec-
trum located between the projections of phasors ( 3. 9) and 
(3.10) as shown in Figure 3.2b, is assumed to have a band 
pass noise characteristic. The total input multipath power 
(noise power) for any given time t is assumed to be 
constant and equal to one, i.e., 
f_:m(w,t) dw = 1, for all t (4.1) 
Assuming constant power of the dire~t path signal with-
in the tracking filter bandwidth, it is apparent that the 
multipath power within the filter bandwidth will determine 
signal to noise ratio and therefore system performance. 
Due to the rather complex interaction between tracking 
filter and the time varying multipath spectrum, the system 
performance was evaluated through computer simulation. 
The tracking filter assumed for simulation ha s real 
characteristics, i.e., 
k(jw)=k(w,t) l (4 .2) 
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where w0 is the central carrier frequency 
wc(t) is the instantaneous carrier frequency 
Br/2 is the one s ided 3dB filter bandwidth 
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The instantaneous noise power p( t) at the output of 
the tracking filter k( w,t ) is expressed as 
(4.3) 
The value of p( t) varies as a periodic function of time 
with period Tv equal to that of the sweeping signal v(t). 
The average noise power P at the output of the track-
ing filter is given by 
Tv f p(t)dt 
0 
The parameters which directly affect the value of P are 
(4 . 4) 
(l) $ - angle separation between direct a nd multipath spec-
tra 
(2) w T 
v 
angular separation between phasors ( 3. 9) and 
(3.10) which determine multipath spectrum width M. 
(3) 26wv/Br - ratio of the carrier sweep range to the re-
ceiver's tracking filter bandwidth. 
The evalua tion of system performance follows, based on the 
average output multipath power P as a function of the above 
parameters . 
4.2 Computer SLmulation Results 
The angle separation $ between direct and multipath 
spectra is expressed in (3 . 15) as 
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Figure 4.1 shows p(t) and P plotted over one complete cycle 
of v(t) for different values of ¢ . 
The results of Figure 4.1, including the instantaneous 
• • 2 power var~at~on ap(t) 
2 
Op(t) 
Tv 
l f (P-p(t)) 2dt 
Tv o (4. 5) 
about the average noise power and multipath suppression n 
n = (1-P)lOO% (4. 6) 
are summarized in Table 4 .1. 
1. (i.e . zero sweeping frequency) 
For $=0° frequency separation between direct and multi-
path spectra is not possible . System per forma nee resembles 
conventional transmission where the receiver is subjected 
to maximum multipath interference . For $ =180°, multipath 
suppression is optimum with respect to lowest average out-
put noise power P. For the· case of ¢=360°, the multipath 
spectrum is broadened such that significant "escape" of the 
tracking filter from multi path is not possible . Multi path 
suppression is still achieved as a result of the second 
mechanism discussed in Chapter 3. In the latter case, the 
noise power variation p(t) due to multipath is minimum. 
This can be considered as advantageous in applications 
where large fluctuation in noise power cannot be tolerated. 
wvT' as seen in Figure 3.2 represents the angular 
separation between earliest and latest multipath signals 
and defines multipath spectrum width M. The average power P 
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TABLE 4.1 Computer Simulation Results showing the Dependence of P on 
Delay time T separating direct path and multipath - 0.015 sees 
Mul tipath duration time T - 0. 01 sees 
Carrier sweep range 26wv- 30,000 (2~) rad/sec 
Receiver's tracking filter bandwidth Br - 6000 (2~) rad/sec 
Figure! "'v (2~) I ~ 
Hz Deg. 
4.la ~0 :z o 
b 4.2 30 
c 12.5 90 
d 25.0 180 
e 37.5 270 
f so.o 360 
WvT p 
Deg. 
::::o 1 
15 2.98(10-l) 
45 1. OS (10-1 ) 
90 8.24 (10 2) 
135 1.33(101 ) 
180 2.27 (101 ) 
2 
ap(t) 
~0 
1. 21 (10- 1 ) 
4.50(10-2) 
l. 58 (102) 
2.04 (l0- 2) 
2.16 (10- 4) 
T) 
""0% 
70.2% 
89.5% 
91.8% 
86.7% 
77.3% 
Remarks 
Conventional Transmission 
Maximum Suppression 
Minimum Variance 
w 
en 
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vs' wv with wvT as a paramc-L er is shown in Figure 4.2. 
The results obtained .1nd s ummarized in Tahle 4.2, pro-
vide, important information about system s ensitivity with 
respect to the sweeping frequency for various multipath 
conditions. For large values of wvT, the system is less 
sensitive (as indicated by Lhe variance of P) with respect 
Figure 4.3 shows a dependence between the average out-
put noise power and the r~tio of the carrier sweep range to 
the receiver's tracking filter bandwidth. The dependence is 
shown [or wvT =30 ° and wvT =360° for ~ =180°. The results, 
summarized in Table 4. 3 supports previous reasoning that an 
increase in ratio 2~ wv/Br improves system performance. 
Physical interpretation of the two cases considered 
are now given . Values oE wvT equal to 30° and 360° identify 
with short range deep water communications and long range 
shallow water communications respectively (Figure 2 . 4). 
s ·ince T is the dominating parameter for long range shallow 
water communications, an optimum sweep governed by ( 3.16) 
will result in a broad multipath spectrum~ The results of 
Table 4 . 3 indicate P decreasing faster for wvT=30° than for 
wvT=360°. This result is expected due to the mechanisms 
outlined in Chapter III. 
The simulation conducted and detailed in this chapter 
was performed using the HP-9825 computer. A listing of the 
program used is included in Appendix A. 
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TABLE 4.2 Computer Simulation Results showing the Dependence 
of P on wvT 
Carrier sweep ranqe 2 !J.wv - 30,000 (2 1T ) rad/sec 
Receiver's tracki10g filter bandwidth Br- 6000(2rr)rad/sec 
Figure 
4 .2a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
i 
k 
1 
30 8.71(10-l) 
60 6.12(10-l) 
90 4.34(10-l) 
120 3.40(101 ) 
150 2.81(10-l) 
180 2.45(10-l) 
210 2.18 (10-l) 
240 2.02(10-l) 
270 1. 94 (10-l) 
300 1. 89 (10 1 ) 
330 1. 88 (10 1 ) 
360 1. 87 (10-l) 
min P 
7.42 (10- 2 ) 
7. 72 (10- 2 ) 
8.24 (10- 2 ) 
9.13(10 2 ) 
1. 04 (10 1 ) 
1.17 (10-l) 
1. 34 (10-l) 
1.51 (10-l) 
1. 67 (10-l) 
1. 80 (l0- 1 ) 
1. 86 (10-l) 
1. 87 (10-l) 
4.96(10- 2 ) 
3.19 (10 2 ) 
1. 83 (10- 2 ) 
1. 00 (10- 2 ) 
5. 36 (10-3 ) 
2. 85 (10- 3 ) 
1. 21 (10- 3 ) 
4. 28 (10- 4 ) 
9. 81 (10- 5 ) 
9 . sa (lo- 6 > 
2.01(10-7 ) 
0 
Remarks 
narrow multi-
path spectrum 
broad multi-
path spectrum 
p 
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Figure 4.3 P vs 2llwv/Br for wvT=30° and wvT=360° for ~=180° 
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TABLE 4.3 Computer Simulation Results showing 
the Dependence of P on 2Awv/Br 
Re c e iver's tracking filter bandwidth Br - 6000 (27T) rad/sec 
Lagging angle ~ = 180° 
2 tlwv/Br 
w T=30° 
v 
WVT=360° 
p n p n 
0 1 0% 1 0% 
• 5 7. 85 (10-l) 22.0% 9.29 (l0-1 ) 7.1% 
l 3. 98 (10-l) 60.2% 6.86(10-l) 31.4% 
2 l. 89 (Hl 1 ) 81.1% 4.14 (10-l) 58.6% 
3 1.26(101 ) 87.4% 2. 95 <Io1 J 70.5% 
4 9. 45 (10 2 ) 90.5% 2. 28 (10-l) 77.2% 
5 7. 58 (10- 2 ) 92.4% l. 87 (10-l) 81.3% 
7 5.42(10-2 ) 94.6% l. 37 (lO-ll 86.3% 
10 3.80 (l0-2 ) 96.2% 9. 91 (102 ) 90.1% 
Remarks: 
Average output noise power P decreases faster for 
wYT=30° than for w T=360° due to mechanism 1 of 
Chapter III. v 
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CHAPTER V 
SWEPT CARRIER SYSTEMS 
5 .1 Introduction 
The swept carrier communication concept is applicable 
to any nar7owband modulation applied for message transmis-
s ion. The modulation scheme chosen will determine the imple-
mentation of the system prototype . The most obvious and 
simple choice would be either narrowband amplitude or fre-
quency modulation. 
5.2 Functional Structure of a Swept Carrier System 
Figure 5.1 represents a possible functional structure 
for a swept carrier system. The low frequency harmonic sig-
nal v(t) sweeps the instantaneous carrier frequency wc(t), 
produced by the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) over a 
desired frequency range, w min to wmax where w 0 is the 
central carrier frequency. The sweeping rate is determined 
by the sweeping signal frequency wv. 
Narrowband modulation of the carrier by a message sig-
nal x(t) is represented by the functional block HOD. The 
output signal is then transformed into an acoustic signal 
by TT( j w). 
At the receiver, the sweeping signal v ' (t) is re-
covered in the instantaneous carrier frequency r2covery 
block IC . v' ( t) is used to tune the central frequenc:y of a 
tracking bandpass filter BPF, with bandwidth Br . Demodu-
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Figure 5.1 The Functional Structure of the Swept Carrier System 
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lation of the output signal of the bandpass filter is 
represented by DEM. The output from this demodulator is the 
received message signal x'(t) . 
Particular implementation of MOD and DEM depend s on 
the modulation scheme employed. 
5.3 Swept Carrier Amplitude Modulation 
When narrowband amplitude modulation is employed for 
message transmission, the transmitted signal s(t), indi-
cated in Figure 3.1, can be expressed in the normalized 
form by t 
s(t)=[l+mx(t)]cos[w0t+~wv 100cos wvA dA] ( 5.1) 
where m, the modulation index, is less than 1, and the mes-
sage signal x( t) is normalized such that lx< t:) I g. 
The instantaneous carrier frequency is 
wc(t)= w0 + ~wv cos wvt (5.2) 
and the direct path received signal envelope is given by: 
e (t) = [A+mx (t) ]Hd (jwc (tlll T (jwc (t)) I ( 5 . 3) 
where 
(5.4) 
As shown in equation 5.3, the received direct path 
signal envelope is multiplicatively distorted due to non-
uniform frequency response of the transducers1 and the fre-
quency dependent water attenuation reflected by Hd(jwc(t)). 
This distortion is a slow varying, periodic function of 
time with period Tv If the allowable minimum message sig-
1In chapter II, T(jw) was set equal to unity for the purpose 
of model development. 
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nal frequency is limited, an appropriate automatic gain 
control circuit can be used to remove this distortion with-
out affecting envelope variation caused by a message signal. 
5.3 Swept Carrier Frequency Modulation 
For s\vept carrier frequency modulation, the trans-
mi tted signal s(t), can be expressed in no r.malized form as 
t t 
s(t)=cos[w0t+6wvl~cos wvAdA+6wxl~ x(A)dA] (5. 5) 
where 6wx is the frequency deviation of w c ( t) associated 
with the message signal x(t). The signal s(t) in (5.5) ex-
presses double frequency modulation; broadband FM for the 
low frequency sweeping signal v( t) and narrowband FM for 
the message signal x(t). When the direct path signal s(t), 
is applied at the input of an ideal frequency demodulator, 
the output can be expressed by 
e(t) = x(t) + xi(t) + v' (t) ( 5.6) 
where xi(t) is an additive periodical distortion with 
period Tv, caused by the non-linear phase characteristic of 
the transducers 
xi (t) = ~t L T (j wc (t)) ( 5 . 7) 
By limiting the allowable minimum me ssage frequency, the 
message signal x( t), can be separated by an appropriate 
high pass filter from the low frequency signals xi(t) and 
v' (t). 
CHAPTER VI 
PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTS 
6.1 Introduction 
Narrowband frequency modulation has been chosen as the 
message modulation scheme in a swept carrier system proto-
type. Receiver implementation is particularly simple when a 
Phase- Locked Loop is used to perform simultaneously as a 
tracking filter and frequency demodulator [5], [13]. 
The functional block diagram of a Phase-Locked Loop 
( PLL) is shown in Figure 6 .1. The phase of the incoming 
signal yi is compared 
produced by a voltage 
with the phase of a signal y 0 
controlled oscillator (VCO). The 
phase difference between these two signals, after low pass 
filtering by the loop filter, F(s), is applied to the VCO 
input. The loop is said to be in lock (see [5] for details) 
when the phase of the VCO signal tracks the phase of the 
input signal.The output of the loop filter is proportional 
to the instantaneous frequency of the input signal y i. A 
Phase-Locked Loop can be characterized by its tracking 
range, defined as the frequency range over which lock can be 
maintained and a smaller capture range, t~e fined as the 
frequency range over which lock can be acquired . In opera-
tion, the PLL approximates the behaviour of a bandpass 
tracking filter with bandwidth determined by the loop fil-
ter (as to be demonstrated) followed by a frequency demodu-
lator [2 3]. The design details of the experimental system 
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receiver are included in Appendix B. 
The experimental system designed has the follmving 
parameters: 
central carrier frequency, f 0 
- carrier sweep range, fmin to fmax 
- sweeping frequency, fv 
- message· signal frequency, fx 
- carrier deviation caused by 
message signal, f1 fx 
- receiving filter bandwidth, Br 
:80kHz 
:65kHz to 95kHz 
: f ~80Hz 
v 
:300Hz<:f <2kHz 
x-
:±1kHz 
:6000 Hz 
6.2 Swept Carrier Multipath Channel Simulator 
Extensive laboratory testing of the prototype has been 
performed using the Swept Carrier Multipath Channel Simula-
tor developed to provide controlled multipath conditions. 
The Multipath Channel Simulator, shown in Figure 6.2a, 
follows in principle geometrical model discussed in Chapter 
II. The lower branch simulates the direct path signal 
d(t) .The harmonic sweeping waveform v(t) of frequency wv is 
produced by generator GEN. This signal is used to vary the 
ins tantaneous frequency of the voltage controlled oscil-
lator VCOl. The output signal of VCOl is narrowband modu-
lated by a message signal x(t) in the modulator, MOD. The 
resultant direct path signal has a time varying spectrum 
Fd(w,t) as indicated in Figure 3.2. 
The upper ·)ranch of Figure 6.2a simulates the multipath 
signal m(t). The lagging angle ~ is simulated by a con-
I I I I_-----\--
1 
:-&------1 
4/1 LPF (t): 
I__ I 
1 Feedback TWGSOO Variable Phase Generator 
2 HP 3312A FUNCTION GENERATOR 
3 HP 3312A FUNCTION GENERATOR 
4 HP 3722A NOISE GENERATOR 
Figure 6.2a The Swept Carrier Multipath Channel Simulator 
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trolled phase shifted output of GEN . The band limited "hite 
noise at the output of the low pass filter LPF, is used to 
simulate the multipath signal m(t) . Multipath signal power 
is controlled by attenuator A. Finally, the sum of direct 
and multipath signals r(t) is used for testing the system 
receiver . The lab set-up is shown in Figure 6 . 2b . 
A slight discrepancy does exist bet•;een the geometri-
cal model of Figure 3.2 and the Swept Carrier Multipath 
Channel Simulator. The spectrum width M of the simulator 
remains constant in time, differing from that of the model 
in which M is varying in time . This discrepancy hot.vever 
seems to be acceptable for t he purpose of the tests con-
ducted. 
6.3 Laboratory Tests 
Initial tests in assessing system performance, in-
volved an harmonic interferring signal added to t he unmodu-
lated swept carrier . The signal d(t) to noise m(t) ratio 
was 9. 68dB. The recovered sweeping signal v ' ( t I , propor-
tional to the instantaneous carrier frequency is s hown in 
Figure 6.3. The maximum and minimum values of v ' (t) corres-
pond to the carrier frequencies of 65kHz and 95kHz respec-
tively. The interferring signal has a frequ ency of 95 kHz 
and is observed as distortion in the corresponding level of 
v'(t). This result clearly demonstrates the Phase-Locked 
Loop's behaviour as a bandpass t r acking fi l ter. 
A similar test was conducted for a modulated carrier. 
Figure 6 . 2b Laboratory Set-up of the Swept Carrier 
Multipath Channel Simulator 
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Figure 6.3 Recovered Sweeping Signal v' {t) showing 
Distortion associated with Interferring 
Tone 
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Figure 6.4 Transmitted Message x(t) (upper trace) and 
Recovered Message (lower trace) showing Dis-
tortion associated with Interferring Tone 
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Figure 6 .4 s hows a transmillcd ~nd demodulated message sig-
nal x ( t) ( upper trace) a nd x ' ( t) (lowe,- trace), r espective-
ly, after removal of the l ow frequency sweeping waveform 
v'(t). The pe riodica l distortion is again caused by an in-
terfe rring s ignal of 95kHz. 
Using the Swept Carrier Multipath Channe l Simulator, 
described in Section 6 .2, quantitative measurements were 
obtained whic h demonstrate the system's ability regarding 
multipath suppression. ~1a intain i ng constant ave rage multi-
path power, the normalize d average no i se power P at the FM 
demodulator output is sh01vn in Figure 6. 5 plo t t ed against 
angle cp with r-1 as a pa ramete r. The result s a re summarized 
in Table 6 . 1. As ex pected , for multipath spec trum widths of 
10kHz a nd 30kHz, noise suppression is maximum as cp ap-
proaches 180°. Figure 6.6 s hows the photograph s of the 
recovered sweeping signal for ¢ =0 ° a nd 180 ° for M= lOkHz . 
The periodic interference occuri ng a r o und 86kHz for cp =180° 
results from the inte ractio n between the multipath s pectrum 
Fm( w,t) a nd the tracking filter. For ~ ~0°, there is no 
freque ncy separation between tracking f ilter ba ndwidth and 
mult ipa lh spect rum. The re sult i s the interference which 
covers the e nt ire recovered sweeping waveform v ' ( t) . 
Recovered message signa l x ' (t) for~ =0° a nd ¢ =180° for 
M= lOkH.z i s shown in Figure 6. 7 . For <I> =0 °, distortion 
affec t s the ent ire message signal . An improvement in x' ( t) 
i s obvious for tP =180 ° where di stortion i s pe r iodic. 
Fo r M=100kHz, the tracking fi.lter is unable to 
OUTPUT AVERAGE NOISE POWER P 
1 
M=lOkHz 
.5 M 100kHz 
150° 180° 
Angle Separation $ 
Figure 6.5 Normalized Average Noise Power P at the FM Demodulator Output vs Angle 
Separation $ for M=lOkHz, 30kHz and 100kHz 
"' co 
TABLE 6.1 Lab Results showing the Dependence of P on angle ~ (Figure 6.5) 
Signal d(t) to noise m(t) ratio is 9.68dB 
noi 
p 
~~ ~=loa• 16=120• dwidth wv=0° $=o• $=lo• $=20° $=30° $=4o• =so• $=Go• ~=?o• ~=so• ¢=lso• ~=lao• 
~ 
10kHz l l 0.95 0 . 84 0.73 0.57 0.44 0.35 0.30 0.27 0.22 0.19 0 . 16 0.15 
30kHz 0 . 50 0.50 0.50 0 . 49 0.47 0 . 44 0 . 40 0 . 37 0 . 33 0 . 30 0 . 24 0.21 0.18 0.17 
100kHz 0 . 50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0 . 50 0.50 0.50 0 . 50 0.50 0 . 50 0.50 0 . 50 0.50 
Remarks: 
P is set equal to unity for the highest value of output average noise power. All other 
values are referred to this value. 
The noise bandwidth of 100kHz covers the entire system operational range. The noise power 
within this range was equal to the noise power for bandwidths of 10kHz and 30kHz . 
For ~=o• , P for 10kHz noise bandwidth is higher than P for no i se bandwidth of 30kHz due 
to mechanism 2 of Chapter III . For ~=180°, P for 10kHz noise bandwidth is lower than P 
for 30kHz noise bandwidth due to mechanism 1 of Chapter III. 
"' 
"' 
Figure 6. 6a Recovered S\veeping Waveform v' (t) for 
$=0°, M=lOkHz 
Figure 6.6b ·Recovered Sweeping Waveform v' (t) for 
$=180°, M= lOkHz 
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F i gure 6.7a Recovered Message Signal x ' {t ) for a Fre-
quency Modulated Swept Carrier , ~=0° , 
~M=lOkHz 
Figure 6.7b Recovered Message Signal x • (t ) for a Fre-
quency Modulated Swept Carrier , $=180°, 
~M=lOkHz 
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"escape" from the presence of multipath. The result, seen 
in Figure 6.5, is a constant average value for noise power . 
These results, summarized in Table 6 . 1, back up the com-
puter evaluation of Chapter IV. 
6.4 Tank and Sea Experiments 
The fcmctlonal block diagram of the system prototype 
is shown in Figure 6.8.An additional preamplifier stage and 
matching transformer was required during sea trials to 
counter effects produced by the long length of cable used. 
The transducers used in the experiments were omnidirec-
tional. Related electrical schematics and specifications 
are contained in Appendix C. 
Limited tests have been carried out in a small vmter 
tank. Due to the dimensions of the tank (3.7 x 3.7 x 
3. 7m.), 
Figure 
trace) 
strong and long lasting multipath was encountered. 
6.9 shows the received signal structure (lower 
for the transmitted harmonic burst (upper trace) . 
Even under these severe multipath conditions, the recovered 
sweeping waveform v'(t) was well defined as shown in Figure 
6.10. 
Sea trials were conducted in May 1978 during CSS " Hud-
son" cruise #78012 . The geometry of the experiment is shown 
in Figure 6.11. The received signal structure (lower trace) 
for the transmitted high frequency pulse (upper trace) of 5 
msec. duration is shown in Figure 6.12 . The time delay T 
separating direct and multipath returns was approxiately 17 
SWEEP 
GENERATION 
fv.SBOHz 
MESSAGE 
GENERATION 
300Hz:Sfx:52kHz 
-...._.-------, 
r(t) 
-YL-------' 
CARRIER 
GENERATION 
POWER 
AMPLIFICATION 
'£RACKING 
BANDPASS 
FILTER 
- - - TANK EXPERIMENTS 
RECEIVER SECTION 
Figure 6.8 Function Block Diagram of System Prototype 
-i-~-i-g-~~-Rl':(t) 
._ _____ , ...... 
"' w 
F : gure 6.9 ~=ansmitted (upper trace) and received 
· :ower trace} signal~ 
? igure 6.10 Recovered sweeping waveform v' (t) 
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l' 
15m 
t 
180m 
Figure 6.11 Geometry Associated with Sea Trials 
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Figure 6.12 Transmitted (upper trace) and Received 
(lower trace) signals 
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msecs., while the multipath duration time T was 1 msec .. 
For these values of T and T, the optimum sweeping frequency 
fv as indicated by equation (3.16) for 4>~180° is 29Hz. 
Figure 6. 13a shows the received signal r ( t) (upper trace l 
and recovered sweeping signal v'(t) (lower trace) for 
4> ~ l8cf'. The departure from the optimum value of fv results 
in increased distortion of the recovered sweeping tY"aveform 
as indicated in Figure 6.13b where fv~9Hz corresponding to 
4> ~llcf' . 
A similar experiment was conducted with the transmis-
sion of a sinusoidal message signal x(t). Figure 6.l4a1 
shows the recovered message signal x' ( t l after the l01v 
frequency sweeping signal (f ~29Hz) has been filtered out. 
v 
For comparison, Figure 6 .14b shows the recovered message 
signal x' (t) obtained by conventional FM (unswept FM) trans-
mission. An improvement over conventional FM with respect 
to amplitude fluctuation is evident. 
1These photographs of Figure 6.14 were generated from a tape 
recording made of experiments. The signal levels are not 
representative of the deviation of the carrier by the message 
signal. 
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Figure 6.13a Received signal r(t} (upper trace} and 
Recovered Sweeping Signal v' (t} (lower 
trace} for $=180° 
Figure 6.13b Received Signal r(t} (upper trace} and 
Recovered Sweeping Signal v' (t} (lower 
trace} for $=110° 
Figure 6.14a Recovered Message Signal for Swept 
Carrier Transmission, ~=180° 
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Figure 6.14b Recove r e d Message Signa l for Classical 
FM Transmission 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
In this thesis, an idea has been presented and devel-
oped for dealing with the problem of multipath interference 
in underwater acoustic communicat ion systems. The research 
conducted is the initial step towards the development of a 
complete working system. 
The simpl ified model developed in Chapter III was 
intended to expose essential features of the proposed swept 
carrier concept. Further work should be directed towards 
developing a more ade.quate mathematical model which \.\.10uld 
consider the duration, shape and intensity of the multipath 
spectrum associated with a swept carrier . 
Further work is necessary concerning message modula-
tion schemes available . Of the two considered, amplitude 
modulation and narrowband frequency modulation, there i s a 
little difference with respect to bandwidth occupied by 
slgnal. 
The sweeping waveform which controls the instantaneous 
freque ncy of the carr i er is another area for consideration. 
The type of waveform employed to control the carrier fre-
quency will obviously determine system performance and de-
sign . 
A major area for (urther research is in receiver de-
s ign. The main disadvantage o( the Phase-Locked Loop acting 
as a tracking filter is the limited o rder of the loop. A 
second order loop for the receiver was considered in this 
70 
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thesis. A higher order Phase-Locked Loop is desirable but 
would create serious design problems due to potential in-
stability [5]. A possible frame work to follow in receiver 
design is seen in Figure 5.1. Obviously, from this figure, 
the implementation of the demodulator depends entirely on 
the message modulation scheme employed. Improvement in re-
ceiver des~gn lies in evaluating the various arrangements 
which would compose the tracking bandpass filter. 
Finally, the author would like to reiterate that the 
concept developed and tested in this thesis is the first 
step in a new direction aimed towards suppression of multi-
path in underwater acoustic communication systems. Further 
work, as outlined, is necessary before the development of a 
working system prototype is realize d. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM 
The computer simulation implemented in Chapter IV pro-
vides an analysis of the performance of a swept carrier 
system pertaining to its multipath suppression capability. 
The program, developed on the mini HP9825A computer 
and HP9862A calculator plotter can be used for any receiver 
transfer function K(w ,t). It will output if desired, plots 
of noise power vs t i- me and noise density vs time at the 
receiver's output. The program is general such that 
a) any receiver transfer function K(w,t) can be imple-
mented 
and 
b) central carrier frequency F , carrier sweep range ~min 
to f , multipath paramet0ers T and T, and des~ red 
anglem~~paration $ are inputed by the user. 
A listing of the program and associated flowchart 
follows. 
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DETERMINE CENTRAL 
~-----i 
FREQUENCY OF 
Fd(w,t) 
DETERMINE CENTRAL 
FREQUENCY OF 
Fm (W,t ) 
7 9 
DETERMINE MULTIPATH 
SPECTRUM WID'fH 
M 
DETERMINE INPUT 
NOISE DENSITY 
Fm(w , t) 
DETERMINE AREA 
OF OVERLAP OF 
d(w,t) and Fm (w,t) 
A 
CALCULATE 
INSTANTANEOUS 
NOISE POWER 
p(t )=Fm (W , t) 
no N+l-+N 
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APPENDIX B 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM RECEIVER 
The functional block diagram of a Phase-Locked Loop 
(PLL) is shown in Figure 6.1. The loop used in the experi-
mental syst,em receiver was second order with low pas .; fil-
ter and phase lead correction as shown in Figure Bl . Of the 
various types of loops that could be used, the second order 
loop with low pass filter and phase lead correction pro-
vides the independent choice of two esential parameters, 
namely the natural angular frequency Wn and the damping 
factor ~, when the loop gain K is otherwise given. The 
three independent parameters available using this l oop will 
enable the loop to perform simultaneously as a tracking 
filter and frequency demodulator. 
A high gain (K~4.5 x 105 rad/s) phase-locked loop (RCA 
CD-4046) is used to perform the tracking and frequency 
demodulation function. The loop filter's transfer function 
is expressed as 
1 + T1 jw 
F(jw) = 1 + T2jw (Ill) 
where time constants T1 and T2 are represented as CR3+R4lC 
and R4c respectively. The transfer f unction of the l oop is 
given by 
H(j ) 
wn2 + j(2~wn- wn2/K)w 
wn 2 - w2 + j2~wnw 
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where the natural angular frequency wn is related to K and 
and damping factor ~ by 
l + K1\ 
_T_l __ 
(B3) 
(84) 
The time constants T1 and T 2 are so chosen that wn 
l.l2(l04 l rad/s and ~ ~0. 726( T1~3.43ms, T2~l30ns) . A damping 
factor of ~ ~0. 726 ensures minimum loop noise bandwidth 
while high loop gain (K~4.5 x 105 rad/s) ensures good 
tracking. 
The amplitude-frequency characteristic for this loop 
is shown in Figure B2 [5] and expressed as 
~ [:1 + (n- wn/K)2x2 l/2 IH (jw) I + x2)2 + 4~2x2 (B5) 
The -3dB bandwidth obtained using (B5) is l. 7wn/2n~3kHz, 
the overshot of the response curve is +3 . 86dB and the asymp-
totic slope is -6dB/octave (Figure B2). The tracking filter 
bandwidth is twice the -3dB bandwidth and expressed as Br· 
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APPENDIX C 
RELATED SYSTEM SCHEMATICS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
The system prototype was designed for a test range of 
100 meters. The threshold requirements necessary for the 
Phase-Locked Loop in the system's receiver require a signal 
to noise1 ratio of greater than 6dB. The numerical design 
considerations which determine the required transmitter 
power to overcome transmission losses and noise levels to 
achieve this 6dB S/N ratio have been outlined in 4 . The 
prototype was designed to have a S/N ratio of approximately 
SOdB over a 100 meter test range. Such a ratio means the 
deterioration of the signal caused by ambient and thern.al 
noise is negligible. Additional pre-amplification at the 
receiver is designed to provide any further desired amplifi-
cation while minimizing noise introduced by receiver elec-
tronics. 
The remainder of this appendix is comprised of the 
electrical schematics and specifications associated with 
the functional block diagram of the system prototype (Fig-
ure 6. 8). 
1This noise level results from the sea's ambient noi;e and 
thermal noise caused by molecular agitation. 
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